
 
 



 

“TRAU” by Guillem Albà 
Welcome. Come in, sit down and let it flow. 

Probably, you have never before seen a world like this 

And surely, although maybe it will seem familiar, neither have you ever seen 

before a character like the one you are about to meet 

He keeps all what he lives 

He packs and stores all the moments before they arrive to their end 

Unfinished moments 

Yes. For me the first time it was shocking too. 

How does he do it? Why? You will see it right now. 

Relax and live back what you lived today 

A new story begins 

 

 

After the successes with "SKETCHOFRENIA" and "Flirt", GUILLEM ALBA 

presents "TRAU". A humorous, visual show that travels from the poetic 

comedy through to the absurd and the puppet theater. Guillem Albà 

surprises with a show tremendously visual and poetic, with humor and little 

text, very different from his previous works. To create TRAU, Guillem Albà 



counted on the collaboration of the musician Anna Roig (Anna Roig i L’Ombre 

de Ton Chien) for the soundtrack of the show, and Alfred Casas as the stage 

designer. The première of TRAU was in FiraTàrrega 2012. 

 
 

[…] TRAU is an authentic artisanal piece of theatre work. Guillem Albà’s 
performance is majestic, masterful, emotional and overwhelming. It is 
impossible not to pay attention to his movements, gestures, face, silent and 
sounds: all the attention passes through him. The stage design is wonderful, 
where magic is condensed. It is seriously a wonderful show.   
 

Elisa Díez | Butaques i Somnis 
 
 

[...] Chinese shadows theater, puppet theatre, and clown, everything to 
transport the audience into his too particular world. TRAU is a meticulous 
work in which the music and the lights are fundamental and both work 
marvelously. Guillem Albà finds a personal poetry creating suggestive 
images. It reminds of Philippe Genty’s shows from twenty years ago. [...] 
 

Santi Fondevila | TimeOut Barcelona 

 

 

[...] Is like the famous Cirque du Soleil but in a little format. A show of 
craftwork and love that moves in every instant and makes you look, 
immobile, all the time to the stage. You remain hypnotized. Guillem Albà 
consolidates himself as one of the main clown artists in our country, with 



an accurate and delicate work. His travel fellow, Blai Rodríguez, creates a 
character extremely lovable that you would like to take with you at 
home. A show full of wonderful and delicate moments [...]  

Enric Cambray | Ràdio4 RNE 
 

  
 
 
[...] TRAU is a cheerful, sad and very poetic theatre show. This work is a 
tribute to the puppet theatre tradition – [Guillem Albà] moves them 
tremendously- and to the conjuring. When someone enjoys with what he 
does, you can see it miles away. The best theatre show I’ve seen in years.  

 
Jordi Sanuy | Journalist 

 
 

[...] TRAU is a fresh and magic theatre show full of sense of humor, 
poetry and musicality. A work with a touch of nostalgia that creates a 
great emotional intensity. [...] 

Nerea González | El Club Express  
 
 

[...] TRAU is a choice for theatrical gourmets whichever your tendency is. 
The show offers the possibility to enjoy music, puppets, humor, manipulation 
theatre, visual theatre, poetry and emotional shake. A show for all publics, 
without age boundaries, that seduces the audience since the very first 
minute. 

 
Andreu Sotorra | Clip de Teatre – Ràdio Estel 



 

 

 

 



ARTISTIC CAST 
 

Original idea and screenwriting: Guillem Albà  

Playwright: Guillem Albà company  

Assistant director: Marc Angelet  

 

Actors: Guillem Albà / Blai Rodríguez  

 

Stage scenery and stage design: Alfred Casas  

Music composition: Anna Roig  

Musical arrangements: Pau Albà  

Stage lighting and technician: Ignasi Solé / Oriol Ibañez  

Construction, Costume design and portrayal: L’Estaquirot Teatre, Alfred 

Casas, Rosa M. Coca, Wilja Family  

 

Stage Manager, Production and Management: Blai Rodríguez  

International Management: Ariadna Matamoros  

 

In collaboration with: Teatre de l’Aurora (Igualada)  

Co-production: SAT! Sant Andreu Teatre (BCN)  

“TRAU” had the support of: ICEC – Generalitat de Catalunya  

 

Special thanks to:  

Oscar Balcells (Teatre de l’Aurora, Igualada);  

Oscar Rodríguez (SAT! Teatre, Barcelona);  

Pau Fernández + Gracia Reyes (Centre Cultural de Vilanova del Vallès); 

Estel Barbé (Centre Cultural La Farinera del Clot, Barcelona). 

 

 

Poster design: Creatica.biz 

Photography: SilviaPoch.com 

 

 



 
 



THE COMPANY 
 

- SKETCHOFRENIA / 2008 / Director: Jango Edwards 

- FLIRT / 2010 / Director: Jordi Purtí 

- TRAU / 2012 / Director: Guillem Albà 

 

Thanks to the success of the first 2 projects of the company, GUILLEM ALBÀ has 

performed during 5 years in Catalonia and Spain. And the premiere of all the 

company shows has been performed at the most important theatre fair in Spain: 

FiraTàrrega. 

 

We have been scheduled up to 4 times to perform in professionals theaters in 

Barcelona (Almeria Teatre, TRAU; Sala Muntaner, SKETCHOFRENIA; and SAT! Teatre, 

SKETCHOFRENIA and FLIRT). 

 

Our second show, FLIRT, won 3 major awards: 

- Audience Award / FiraTàrrega 2010 

- Special Jury Prize / Unnim 2011 

- Nominated for the Best New Show / Max Awards 2011 

 

 



THE TEAM 
 

GUILLEM ALBÀ / 1985 / Vilanova i la Geltrú 

 

Born into a family dedicated to the puppet theater, at age of 6 he began studying 

music (music theory, piano and drums). Later he learned to play guitar and accordion 

and studied singing with Paul Farrington and Anna Català. He have studied theater in 

the schools Nancy Tuñon and Eolia, learning different styles such as musical theater, 

text or gesture. 

 

At the age of 17 he began at the school "Estudis de Teatre" where he practised the 

Lecoq method and other theatre styles. He attended courses with Eric de Bont, Joan 

Lluis Bozzo, Sergi Belbel, Christophe Marchand, Carlo Colombaioni, Leo Bassi, and 

Jango Edwards. With Edwars he created his first show: SKETCHOFRENIA. 

 

He has worked in radio and advertising, and has done some collaborations in short 

films and television with the Catalan actors/journalists Andreu Buenafuente and Toni 

Clapés (TV3, autonomic television). He has also been a reporter and contributor to 

the "Betròpolis" TV program presented by Judith Mascó and Oscar López on BTV 

channel, actor at "52" program from Locàlia Catalunya channel (Ondas Prize 2005), 

and he has performed in programs such "Crackòvia" and "Polònia" (TV3). 

 

In theatre he has worked as a musician-actor with the company Titzina Teatre in the 

play "Follie à Deux: Sueños de psiquiátrico", and he has also performed in the show 

"La màgia dels Ki-Kids", directed by Angel Làcer and represented in the Teatre 

Condal. Since 2007 he has worked as a clown with the Always Drinking Marching 

Band, with which he has toured around the world. In 2006 he founded his own 

company, GUILLEM ALBÀ, which he has released 3 shows. 

 

He has also directed shows such as "ES3", from the circus company Trifaldó, and has 

been the stage director of music bands as “Anna Roig and L’Ombre de Ton Chien”. 

He is currently a member of the music band “Línia Maginot”, which has performed at 

festivals such as Faraday, FIM Vilaseca or FiraMediterrània or Manresa. 
 



 

 

 



ALFRED CASAS / 1958 / Barcelona 

 

He studied at the School of Puppets from the Theatre Institute of Catalonia, where 

he also graduated in stage design. Since 1976 he works in the world of puppetry, and 

has collaborated with various companies and participated in numerous festivals, in 

Catalonia, Spain and abroad. He has also worked in different film and television 

productions. As a designer and stage designer he has worked in known companies 

such us Centre Dramàtic del Vallès, Vol-Ras, Arrivano dal Mare, Toni Albà, Nats Nus, 

Farrés Brothers & Cia., La Pera Llimonera, L’Estaquirot Teatre and Guillem Albà. He 

currently teaches in the Theatre Institute of Catalonia. He is the co-director and the 

set designer of the third show of GUILLEM ALBÀ. 

 

 

ANNA ROIG / 1981 / Sant Sadurní d’Anoia 

  

When she was studying music education in Lyon (France) she discovered a musical 

style that captivated her: The French song. To delve into the universe of those songs 

she studied at the Ecole Nationale de Musique in Villeurbanne. After four years living 

in France, she returned to Catalonia where she joined the group "L'ombre de ton 

chien", which versions French songs. After three years with the band, she stared to 

compose and write their songs. 

  

The group changed its name to " Anna Roig i L’ombre de ton chien" and released a 

self-titled first album in 2009. They were chosen ‘Best new band 2009’ by the 

magazine Enderrock and won the Cerverí Prize for the best lyrics song in Catalan. 

They also won the Carles Sabater Prize for the best song in Catalan. In 2011 they 

released their second album, ‘Bigoti Vermell’, that won the prizes Enderrock and 

ARC de Cançó d’Autor for the "Best singer-songwriters album" and "Best live singer-

songwriters." 

 

 

BLAI RODRÍGUEZ / 1984 / Barcelona 

He studied Journalism and Humanities (UAB university), Graduate Management and 

Show Production (UB university), and Interpretation (Studies in Theatre, in Lecoq 

School in Barcelona). From 2003 to 2009 he worked as Head of Communications at 

SAT! Teatre de Barcelona, and was the Coordinator of the Circuit Butaka Youth 



Theatre. Since 2008 works as a producer, manager and stage manager of GUILLEM 

ALBÀ company, and has his own production company: Camaleònica d’Espectacles. He 

is a television actor in the programs "Crackòvia" and "POLÒNIA" (Public Catalan 

Television, TV3) from the production company Minoria Absoluta. He is in charge of 

the production of the show "TRAU" and performs the character of the stage manager. 

 

IGNASI SOLÉ / 1982 / Vilanova i la Geltrú 

Degree on Stage lighting and technician at the Technical School of the Performing 

Arts. Technical Manager for 5 years of GUILLEM ALBÀ Company. Lighting design and 

technician director of 3 shows of Gataro Company. Responsible of the stage lighting 

of the Almeria Teatre in Barcelona. Lighting technician for the show 

"Hipermembrana” of Marcellin Antunez (international tour); and for the shows 

"Buffalo" and "Banal sessions of Fedra” of the artist Pau Miró. He has also worked as 

lighting technician for the artist Marc Parrot in two of his concerts, and for different 

equipments, such as Museu Diocesà de Lleida, Teatre Cal Bolet de Vilafranca del 

Penedès, Auditori Eduard Toldrà i Teatre Principal de Vilanova i la Geltrú; and 

festivals, such as Tens Dansa, Terrassa Noves Tendències, and Trapezi.  

 

ORIOL IBAÑEZ / 1984 / Vilanova i la Geltrú 

Technician of the performing arts. Specialised in lighting techniques at the School of 

the Performing Arts of the theatre ESTAE. Degree on Audiovisual and entertainment 

at the School of Broadcasting EMAV (Barcelona). Technician director of the artist 

Marcel Antúnez (founder of the theatre company La Fura dels Baus). He is in charge 

of lighting design and audio-visual displays for the school of performing arts Tracart 

(Vilanova). Technical light, sound and video in various shows produced by CAET. 

Design lighting of the show "Lo Riu" produced by Taller de Músics and directed by 

Moya. Stage lighting and technician of GUILLEM ALBÀ Company. 

 

PAU ALBÀ / 1978 / Vilanova i la Geltrú 

Studies in classical percussion at the Conservatory Mestre Montserrat from Vilanova i 

la Geltrú. He also had studied modern music at the schools Taller de Músics and Alois 

Haba in the speciality of jazz drummer, with master classes with the musicians Jo 

Krause and Aldo Caviglia. He has collaborated in various projects ranging from rock 

to jazz and has played in different theatre shows. He is currently working as a 

drummer and percussionist in the professional bands Tokyo Sex Destruction, Les 

Sueques, Always Drinking Marching Band and Línia Maginot. 



CONTACT 
 

Production and Distribution 

Blai Rodríguez 

T 00 34 699 196 516 

info@guillemalba.com 

 

-- 

 

International Management 

Ariadna Matamoros 

T 00 34 659 516 131 

international@guillemalba.com 

 

-- 

 

www.GuillemAlba.com 

www.facebook.com/GuillemAlbaOficial 

www.twitter.com/GuillemAlbaTRAU 

 

 


